Abstract. Three-point correlation bounds based on minimum energy principles are constructed to give estimates on the effective elastic bulk modulus of disordered multicomponent materials. The constructed trial fields are extensions of Hashin-Shtrikman polarization ones used in our previous approach and lead to tighter bounds. Some examples of applications are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Determination of effective elastic moduli of composite materials, especially those with disordered irregular micro-geometries, is a difficult task, and in many cases one has to construct upper and lower bounds on the moduli, using limited available statistical information about the micro-structure of the composites. That can be done with the help of variational approach [1 -6] . The most simple bounds are Voigt-Reuss-Hill arithmetic average and harmonic average ones based on minimum energy and complementary energy principles, with constant trial stress and strain fields. Hashin-Shtrikman [1] constructed tight bounds that also involve only the information on the volume proportions and components properties of the isotropic composites, developing their special variational principles and ingenious polarization trial fields. Starting from the classical minimum energy principles and using Hashin-Shtrikman polarization trail fields, Pham [2] obtained the bounds tighter than Hashin-Shtrikman ones that involve additional three-point correlation parameters describing the micro-structure of a composite.
In this work, we use new trial field more general than Hashin-Shtrikman polarization ones to derive three-point bounds on the effective elastic bulk modulus tighter than those constructed in [2] . Applications of the bounds are given to some composites, three-point correlation information about which is available in literature.
CONSTRUCTION OF BOUNDS
The effective elastic moduli C ef f = T(k ef f , µ ef f ) of an isotropic n-component material can be defined via the minimum energy expression on the representative volume
with the component elastic moduli
. ., n; where T is the isotropic fourth-rank tenser with components
δ ij is Kronecker delta, the compatible strain field is expressible via the displacement field u(x)
. means the volume average on V, ε 0 is a constant strain field.
To construct the best possible upper bound on the effective bulk modulus k ef f from (1), we choose the following compatible strain trial field
where ε 0 ij = δ ij 3 ε 0 is a constant volumetric strain, ϕ α is the harmonic potential, Latin indices after comma designate differentiation with respective Cartesian coordinates.
a α are free scalar that satisfy the restrictions [for the trial field to satisfy the restriction
v α is volume fraction of α-phase. The volume of V is assumed to be unity. Three-point correlation parameters A βγ α describing the micro-structure of a composite are defined as ( α, β, γ = 1, . . ., n) [2]
conventional summation on the repeating Latin indices is assumed. We have relations [7] :
The three-point correlation parameters A βγ α relate the microgeometies of three components V α , V β , V γ . In principle, one could characterize fully the microgeometry of a composite with n-point correlation parameters, up to n → ∞. One-point correlation parameters are just the volume fractions of the components. Two-point correlation parameters do not appear in the expressions of the effective moduli of macroscopically isotropic composites (but in those for anisotropic composites). Numerical determinations of the multipoint correlation parameters for particular microstructures are difficult tasks. At present only the values of the three-point ones, and for just two-component materials, are tabulated for a number of microgeometries in the literature.
Substituting the trial field (4) into energy functional (1), one obtains:
where k V is Voigt arithmetic average
We minimize (9) over the free variables a α restricted by (6) with the help of Lagrange multiplier λ and get the equations
Equation (11) can be presented in an absolute notation form
which has the formal solution
where we have introduced the vectors a, v, v k and matrix A k in n-space
With (13), eq. (6) can be presented as
which is solved over λ
Now taking sum of eqs. (11) on α from 1 to n and keeping in mind eq. (8) and eq. (10), one derives
Using (11), (6), we simplify (9) to
Taking in account (17) with (9), (16), (18), one obtains the upper bound on k ef f from (1)
To construct the lower bound on the effective moduli we use the minimum complementary energy principle
where σ 0 is a constant stress field, and the stress field σ should satisfy equilibrium equation
To find the best possible lower bound on k ef f from (20) we take the following equilibrated stress trial field
where σ 0 ij = δ ij σ 0 is a constant hydrostatic field, I α is an indicator function
a α are free scalars subjected to the same restriction (6) . Substituting the trial field (22) into (20) and following procedure similar to that form (9) to (19), one obtaines the best possible lower bound on k
where
The trial field (4), (22) containing free parameters a α (α = 1, . . ., n) restricted by (6) , are more general than the Hashin -Shtrikman ones used in [2, 4] , hence the bounds (19), (24) obtained here are more restricted. Applications of the bounds will be given in the next section.
APPLICATIONS
In the case of two-component materials, the three-point correlation parameters A βγ α can be expressed through just one independent parameter [7] A 11 For Hashin-Shtrikman poly-dispersed two-phase coated sphere model where the coated sphere with the same volume proportions of phases fill all the material space (Fig. 1a) , the parameters ζ α have been determined exactly and analytically [7, 8] . In particular ζ 2 = 1 if phase-2 is the matrix phase, and ζ 2 = 0 if it is the inclusion phase. Moreover the upper (19) and lower (24) bounds converge to the unique effective bulk modulus, which coincides with Hashin-Shtrikman upper (lower) bound if the phase-2 is the matrix (inclusion) phase, provided that µ 2 > µ 1 . Fig. 1c presented the exact effective bulk moduli for those alternative coated spheres, which are also Hashin-Shtrikman upper and lower bounds for two-component materials, in the range v 2 = 0.1 → 0.9, with k 1 = 1, µ 1 = 0.3, k 2 = 20, µ 2 = 10 (here and afterward k 1 is normalized to be unity).
For two-phase symmetric spherical cell mixtures (Fig. 1b) without distinct inclusion and matrix phases, we have ζ α = v α [6, 7] . The upper and lower bounds for those mixtures are projected in Fig. 1c . Though the bounds do not converge in the case, they fall inside the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds. Now consider the two-phase random suspensions of equisized hard spheres (Fig.  2a) and overlapping spheres (Fig. 3a) in a base phase-1. The bounds (19) and (24) for the models at range v 2 = 0 → 0.99, with k 1 = 1, µ 1 = 0.3, k 2 = 20, µ 2 = 10, together with Hashin-Shtrikman bounds are projected in Figs. 2a, 3b . The three-point correlation parameter ζ 2 for the models has been calculated and tabulated in [6] and given in Table  1 .
Now we come to the three-phase doubly-coated sphere model (Fig. 4a) , where the composite spheres of all possible sizes but with the same volume proportions of phases fill Fig. 4 . Bounds on the elastic bulk modulus of doubly coated spheres, 
The bounds (12) and (24) also converge to the exact effective bulk modulus of the model, see Fig. 4b . In the figure Hashin -Shtrikman bounds [1] and the old correlation bounds in [2] are also presented for comparisons, at the range v 1 = 0.1 → 0.9, v 2 = v 3 = 1 2
(1 − v 1 ) with k 1 = 12, µ 1 = 8, k 2 = 1, µ 2 = 0.3, k 3 = 30, µ 3 = 15 (the inner sphere of phase 3 is embedded in the shell made of phase 2, and then the coated sphere is embedded in the shell of phase-1).
Lastly we come to the symmetric cell material (Fig. 5a ) without distinct inclusion and matrix phase [3, 6] . For the material we have [3] 
which depend on just 2 shape parameters f 1 , f 3 subjected to the limitations The bounds on the effective bulk modulus of symmetric cell materials become
Numerical result for the bounds on the effective bulk modulus of three-phase symmetric cell materials, at the range 
(1 − v 1 ) with 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper new third order three-point correlation bounds on the elastic bulk modulus of n component materials have been constructed, which coincide with our previous bounds in the two-component material case, but are tighter for n ≥ 3. It is interesting that the bounds converge to the unique effective bulk modulus of multi -coated spheres (extension of Hashin -Shtrikman two -component one) -the unique case where the three -point correlation parameters have been determined analytically. These bounds are also specified for symmetric cell materials. Some examples involving numerical values of three-point correlation parameters for certain particular micro -geometries taken from literature, are also presented for more illustrations.
